PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS

Add value to your promotional products with a laser. Laser engraved products offer a unique blend of high-perceived value, exceptional quality and a highly personalized message. Whether custom engraving one piece or mass-producing thousands, there is no easier way to produce stunning visual messages!

Customization

Setting up a custom engraving job is easy to do and can be accomplished using any Windows-based software package. In only a few minutes, you can set up your artwork and start engraving, resulting in turnaround times you never thought possible.

Bring In-House

Constantly outsourcing laser engraving can get expensive, but with a laser in-house you can be etching custom logos on almost any product. A laser is as easy to use as a paper printer and can be set up in virtually any work environment.
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Laser Benefits
You want to provide unique and high-quality products to your customers at a competitive price. An Epilog Laser is easy to use, economical to own and operate, and extremely versatile. The laser’s incredible precision offers a level of definition and detail that will amaze your customers. They will want their logos laser engraved on everything!

Increase Product Offerings
Marble, glass, wood, leather, fleece and a wide variety of other materials can be engraved with our laser systems. This versatility lets you expand your business so that you can offer a wider variety of customized products to your customers. Engrave logos, text and more at the touch of a button.

Easy to Use
Using the laser is as easy as printing an image to paper. Set up your graphic in the design software of your choice and “print” it directly to the laser. If you’re engraving multiple products, just duplicate your image across the page and print it in one job. It’s really that easy!

Mass Produce Products Fast
Create a jig with the laser to hold your products and engrave hundreds of pieces at a time. You have the entire engraving area to work with – up to 48” x 36” (1219 x 914 mm) with our Fusion Pro.

Machine to Fit Your Needs
Whether you are looking for a small, entry-level system to engrave stainless steel tumblers or a large-format machine to quickly engrave many products, we design a range of laser systems to meet varying needs.

Contact Epilog today for more information and to set up a demo!